The Wisconsin Ultraviolet Photo Polarimeter Experiment (WUPPE) ew twice as part of NASA's Astro Spacelab missions in 1990 December and 1995 March. A systematic survey of the interstellar polarization in the ultraviolet was one of the main projects on both ights. The program was carefully crafted to 1) sample the galactic plane as uniformly as practicable, 2) explore sight lines of diverse chemical composition and morphology, and 3) measure the shape of the UV polarization through the full range of known wavelengths of peak polarization in the optical. We present here Astro-2 data for 20 previously unobserved sight lines and combine these with previously published UV data and with optical observations from the University of Wisconsin's ground based facilities and elsewhere. We thus have spectropolarimetry from 1500 A to 10,000 A for 35 galactic objects in which the polarization appears to be dominated by the interstellar component. The extrapolation of the empirical Serkowski formula based only on visual data does not provide a reliable representation of the UV polarization. We nd that there are substantial di erences in the amount of UV polarization relative to that in the visual. This may indicate that the small and large aligned grain populations are somewhat independent and this may in turn provide a new diagnostic of varying conditions in the interstellar medium. Finally there are several cases in which the UV polarization is enhanced in the 2000 A to 3000 A range.
Introduction
Since its serendipitous discovery by Hiltner (1949) and Hall & Mikesell (1949) , the polarization of starlight by the interstellar medium has been many things to many people. First it provides important constraints on the composition and structure of interstellar dust grains. At the simplest level some of the dust particles cannot be homogeneous dielectric spheres as was assumed in most early models. Second, in order to produce any polarization a mechanism by means of which the non-spherical particles attain some degree of alignment is required. This is a fascinating physics problem in its own right, and although some variant of the Davis & Greenstein (1951) mechanism is still generally accepted, the problem remains to be solved in an entirely satisfactory manner. Third, the systematics of the position angles of polarization provided the rst clues to the large scale organization of galactic magnetic elds (Mathewson & Ford 1970 , Axon & Ellis 1976 , Ellis & Axon 1978 , and if the mechanism of alignment were understood, observations of polarization might be useful as a measure of these elds. Finally, interstellar polarization must be understood in order to investigate the intrinsic polarization of celestial sources. For example, Hiltner was pursuing the suggestion of Chandrasekhar (1946) that net polarization might be produced by limb scattering in rotationally distorted hot stars. Although this phenomenon has yet to be demonstrated, numerous other polarigenic mechanisms intrinsic to individual stars and stellar systems have been found (see review volumes edited by Gehrels 1974b and by Coyne et al. 1988 and the review by Antonucci 1993 ). The interstellar polarization represents foreground contamination, often an order of magnitude greater than the intrinsic e ects, which it would be particularly nice to be able to remove in some reasonably objective way.
In the optical and near infrared the wavelength dependence of the interstellar polarization can be represented by an empirical formula devised by Serkowski (Serkowski, Mathewson & Ford 1975, hereinafter SMF) , the shape of which depends on a single { 4 { parameter, max , the wavelength at which the polarization is a maximum. Clayton, Wol , Allen, & Lupie (1995, hereinafter CWAL) argue that max is determined chie y by the mean particle size and is closely related to R, the ratio of total to selective extinction which is also dependent mainly on the mean grain size (Cardelli, Clayton, & Mathis 1989) . There is no physical reason to expect the Serkowski formula to be valid at ultraviolet wavelengths, but if it were, it would greatly simplify the interpretation of observations of intrinsically polarized sources. Unfortunately the results of Astro-1 (Clayton et al. 1992) showed that while for some sources this was the case, there were others for which the polarization was substantially in excess of the extrapolation of the Serkowski formula. Apparently there are di erences between sight lines in the size distributions, alignment e ciencies, or optical properties (or some combination of these) of the aligned component of the grains. As is the case with interstellar extinction, the disentanglement of the various e ects and the selection of an appropriate model are greatly hampered by the lack of the unambiguous signatures with which atomic and molecular spectroscopy are blessed. Wol , Nordsieck, & Nook (1996) have conducted a very high signal-to-noise ratio, medium resolution search for structure in the optical polarization spectrum with negative results. For diagnostic purposes one is thus left with very broad wavelength coverage and the one well established feature, the 2175 A extinction bump.
In a brief note which accompanied Stecher's (1965) letter announcing the discovery of the 2175 A extinction bump, Stecher & Donn (1965) suggested that graphite might be the carrier of the feature and that spectropolarimetric data would be useful in verifying that hypothesis. By 1978 the bump had been measured along hundreds of sight lines, and although its strength and width were found to vary substantially, it was nonetheless quite ubiquitous (see Savage & Mathis, 1979 and references therein). However, its origin has remained uncertain and UV spectropolarimetric tests remained beyond reach until the advent of WUPPE and the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Faint Object Spectrograph { 5 { (FOS).
The Instrument and the Missions
WUPPE (Nordsieck et al. 1994 ) is a 0.5-meter Cassegrain telescope coupled to a Monk-Gillison spectrometer modi ed to serve as a spectropolarimeter. This instrument is described in detail in Nordsieck et al. 1994 and Anderson et al. 1996 . A functionally similar instrument is installed on the 0.9-m telescope at the University of Wisconsin's Pine Blu Observatory (PBO) (Wol , Nordsieck, & Nook 1996) , and between these two instruments we obtain complete spectropolarimetric coverage, at least for northern hemisphere objects, at a resolution of a few to a few tens of Angstroms from 1400 A to 7500 A. The PBO instrument has been modi ed with an automated dual grating carriage and a 400x1200 pixel Photometrics tm CCD and now provides coverage out to 1.05 m with improved resolution. In early 1996 this instrument, known as HPOL, was adapted to the 3.5-meter WIYN telescope. Several of the stars observed by WUPPE have now been observed with this new combination, including several objects much too far south to acquire from Wisconsin, and are presented here for the rst time.
WUPPE was own aboard the shuttles Columbia and Endeavour as part of NASA's Astro-1 (1990 December 2 -10) and Astro-2 (1995 March 2 -18) Spacelab missions. A study of the interstellar polarization in the UV constituted a major fraction, roughly one third, of the WUPPE science program. The observing time on these ights was distributed unequally between WUPPE and three other instruments. During the roughly 21 days of science operations of the two missions the WUPPE interstellar polarization program reported here was accomplished in slightly less than two days (28 orbits) of observing.
The speci c targets in the WUPPE interstellar program were selected according to a variety of criteria. In order to have su cient ultraviolet ux to reach adequate { 6 { signal-to-noise in the short times available (typically 30 minutes), only relatively bright stars (V 8) of spectral types A0 and earlier and E(B-V) less than about 1.5 were considered. From a database of objects meeting these criteria the pre-mission science timeline was crafted to 1) sample the galactic plane as uniformly as practicable, 2) explore sight lines of diverse chemical composition and morphology, and 3) measure the shape of the UV polarization spectrum through the full range of known max . An attempt was made to avoid stars with known intrinsic polarimetric e ects. However, the need for substantial ultraviolet ux and the avoidance of intrinsic e ects, while not strictly mutually exclusive, made this very di cult and a priori problematic. Additionally, since the Astro instruments were coaligned and thus could and usually did observe simultaneously, the target selections of other instruments occasionally contributed serendipitously to this program. In contrast to the Astro-1 mission which was plagued by a host of problems, the Astro-2 pre-ight program was accomplished to a remarkably high degree.
Data
The objects for which we now have useful data on UV polarization which is largely of interstellar origin are listed in Table 1 . The rst column indicates the sources of the ultraviolet and visual data. W1, W2, and Wb indicate WUPPE data from Astro-1, Astro-2, or "both" respectively. Data taken only by the HST FOS and compiled in CWAL are designated by H, and the Oph balloon observation by Gehrels (1974a) is indicated by G. Most of the visual data is from the University of Wisconsin's Pine Blu Observatory (P) while some southern objects were observed by Schulte-Ladbeck (private communication) at the Anglo-Australian Telescope (AAT, indicated in the table by A). New lter polarimetry for the star HD94963 has been provided to us by Magalhães (private communication) and is marked by M. The southern targets HD73882 and HD77581 were observed with the WIYN telescope, and those visual data are identi ed by the letter W in the /Vis column. The spectroscopic parallaxes in column 9 are derived from the spectroscopic and photometric data in columns 6, 7, 8 and 10 which come from the standard catalogs. The position angle (PA), max , and P max in columns 11, 12 and 13 respectively are derived from the visual data presented here using the "is t" routine in the HPOL reduction package. The last two columns give the percent polarization at a wave number of 6 m ?1 ; P(6) is the measured value while WLR(6) is the value predicted by the Wilking, Lebofski, & Rieke (1982, hereinafter WLR) modi cation of the Serkowski formula using max , and P max from this tabulation.
Both the WUPPE and the HPOL data have been processed using a software package developed for spectropolarimetry at the University of Wisconsin. The data reduction procedures and the error analysis are described in more detail in Nordsieck et al. (1994) for WUPPE and in Wol , Nordsieck, & Nook (1996) for the HPOL data.
The polarization as a function of wavelength of the objects observed by WUPPE, normalized to the P max values given in Table 1 Table 1 . The data are also presented in numerical form in Table 2 . The data will be deposited in NASA's National Space Science Data Center or can be obtained in computer readable form from the principal author.
The position angle of interstellar polarization, IS , for the vast majority of early type stars for which multicolor polarimetry is available is constant with wavelength (Coyne 1974) . Weak IS rotation can arise from purely interstellar causes if 1) the sight line passes through multiple clouds with both di erent grain alignment directions and values of max or 2) the grains themselves are birefringent (Gehrels & Silvester 1965) . However, in practice a wavelength dependence of should alert one to the possible contamination of the interstellar polarization by polarigenic e ects intrinsic to the source. Therefore in Table  3 we present the results of least squares ts of position angle, linear in wavenumber. The third column is the mean position angle IS along with its error. Column four is the rate of position angle rotation, d /d , in degrees per reciprocal micron along with its error. Column ve is the ratio of d /d to the error therein which should be a good indicator of the reality of variations. Those objects for which there appears to be signi cant variation, robustly detected, are indicated by an asterisk in the last column and are shown in Figure  6 where we plot residuals with respect to the mean IS against wave number in reciprocal microns.
Discussion of Individual Objects

HD2905 = Cas
Cas (Fig. 1A) is a B1 Iae supergiant, a type of star which is quite prone to intrinsic polarigenic e ects. Gehrels & Silvester (1965) called attention to signi cant position angle rotation with wavelength. Coyne & Gehrels (1966) identi ed the star as a possible polarimetric variable. Between 1989 and 1994 Cas was observed with the PBO spectropolarimeter 20 times. The mean P of the whole set is 1.466% 0.055% and the full range observed is 1.39% to 1.57%. The typical errors of individual measurements in the set is 0.003%. The object was observed in the UV on both Astro-1 (Taylor et al. 1991b ) and Astro-2. The average di erence between the two is P=0.148% and the two P( ) spectra are parallel. The position angle rotation continues into the ultraviolet and is shown in Figure 6A . Low level intrinsic polarization thus seems likely. On the other hand, the shape of the optical polarization curve is well represented by the traditional Serkowski formula.
{ 9 {
The percent polarization (1.5% at V) is typical of its color excess (E B?V = 0.33) (SMF) and much larger than typical intrinsic e ects in emission line B supergiants. Furthermore, the position angle is consistent with those of stars in its general direction (Mathewson & Ford 1970) and at its probable distance. When the HPOL data are plotted in the QU-plane the 20 PBO points scatter randomly in time about a mean location displaced from zero by an amount roughly a factor of ten larger than the total size of the pattern. The vector from the origin of the QU-plane to the centroid of the observed points is identi ed as the interstellar component of the polarization. The small vectors from the centroid to the individual observations are probably indicative of random variations in the mass loss from the star. This behavior is characteristic of hot supergiants such as P Cyg (Taylor et al. 1991a ).
HD24263 = 31 Tau
31 Tau (Fig. 1B) is a completely unremarkable B5V star which makes it an ideal polarization probe. It is at a rather high galactic latitude. Its interstellar polarization curve P( ) is well described by the Serkowski formula throughout the optical and UV.
The eld of NGC1502
Four stars in and along the line of sight to NGC1502 were observed with WUPPE on Astro-1 and Astro-2. HD25638 (HR1260) is the brightest star in the cluster, and the other three stars, HD25443, HD25090, HD24992AB, are within about 40' of the cluster. HPOL visual spectropolarimetry is also available for all of these stars. The four stars are all at distances greater than about 850 pc and their polarizations are similar, being about 5% in V. Four other stars in this general direction but at distances between about 100 pc and { 10 { 250 pc have also been observed at PBO, and they show polarization less than about .3%. This suggests that most of the polarization of the distant stars takes place somewhere in the interval between 250 pc and 850 pc, with the upper bound on this interval being the assumed distance of HD25443. Inside about 250 pc and outside 850 pc there appears to be less polarizing material. Alternatively, at distances greater than 850 pc the orientation is di erent from that inside 850 pc . Filter polarimetry of several cluster members by Dombrovskii & Hagen-Thorn (1964) show values similar to HR1260.
HD24992 (Fig. 1C ) is a V = 8.03, B3 III type star located roughly 42 arc minutes west and slightly north of the center of the cluster and at about the same distance. Its visual polarization is roughly 0.7% less than that of the central star of the cluster, HD25638. The polarization curve is reasonably well represented by the extrapolation of the WLR Serkowski formula based solely on the visual max .
HD25090
This star (Fig. 1D ) is a V=7.34, B0.5III star 35' west of the cluster and perhaps slightly more distant. It has roughly the same polarization as HD24992 and is also well represented by the visual WLR Serkowski formula. 4.3.3. HD25443 HD25443 (Fig. 1E ) is 18' southwest of the cluster and is about :6 m brighter than HD25090. Both stars have the same spectral type and reddening, so HD25443 is probably { 11 { somewhat closer. Its peak polarization is less by about 0.5% than the other two non-cluster member stars in this general part of the sky. Nonetheless, all three of these stars have roughly the same max , 4800 A. The ultraviolet polarization of this object is not well represented by the WLR Serkowski formula. The visual and UV polarization curves do not join smoothly, but the UV curve is parallel to the Serkowski extrapolation but above it by roughly 0.5%. This is reminiscent of the behavior of B-supergiants noted in the case of HD2905 above. HD25443 may have weak, variable intrinsic polarization.
HD25638 = HR1260
HD25638 (Fig. 1F) is the brightest star in the cluster. It has a peak polarization about 0.5% greater than the other stars on this sight line and a max shorter by several hundred angstroms than HD25090, HD25443, or HD24992. Its position angle also di ers by several degrees from those of the other three stars. Tapia et al. (1991) suggested that the distribution of dust grain sizes along the line of sight at optical depth greater than E(B-V) = 0.35 must be biased toward smaller sizes than the general ISM. HD25638 is given a distance intermediate between the values of Tapia et al (1991) and Reimann & Pfau (1987) for the cluster.
If we assume that the foreground polarization of the cluster can be represented by a Serkowski curve with parameters corresponding to the visual polarization of HD25443 ( max = 5000 A, P max = 5.17 at = 135), then we may subtract it from HD25638 ( max = 4500 A, P max = 6.61 at = 141) and obtain an estimate of the polarization in the immediate vicinity of the cluster. Utilizing a WLR Serkowski curve with the above values for HD25443, we nd the residual polarization in HD25638 to be max = 3926 A 22 A, P max = 1.67 0.01 at = 157.6 0.2. This signi cantly shorter wavelength of peak polarization is in good general agreement with the Tapia et al. (1991) suggestion. The lower max , in combination with the distinctly di erent position angle found in this subtraction, are re ected in the slow but distinct position angle rotation seen in Figure 6B. 4.4. HD25940 = 48 Per HD25940 ( Fig. 2A) is a nearby B3Ve star with E(B-V) = 0.16. The emission line designation should be a concern, but according to Coyne & Gehrels (1967) the star is not polarimetrically variable. Coyne, Gehrels, & Serkowski (1974) found max = 5700 A 200 A and P max = 0.94%. Using a combination of polarimetry and interferometry Quirrenbach et al. (1996) nd an upper limit of 0.05% for any intrinsic contribution to the polarization and suggest a nearly pole-on geometry. Fits to modern spectropolarimetry from PBO are in excellent agreement with these lter polarimetry results from 25 years ago, so if 48 Per has an intrinsic component of polarization, it is small and very stable. The ultraviolet polarization found during Astro-2 appears to deviate above the extrapolation of the Serkowski formula shortward of about 2500 A.
HD30614 = Cam
Camelopardalis (Fig. 2B) is another star which must be treated with caution. It is a late O-type supergiant which has weak H emission. However the peak polarization is large, 1.58%, relative to the known intrinsic polarimetric e ects in such stars, and the shape of the polarization spectrum in the optical is at least roughly that given by the Serkowski formula with a rather short max = 4600 A (Coyne, Gehrels, & Serkowski 1974) . This object was observed on both Astro ights, and the data are the same within the errors. Similarly 9 observations at PBO between 1989 and 1995 show no convincing variations greater than about 0.1%. The polarization spectrum of Figure 2B appears to show a { 13 { discontinuity between the WUPPE and PBO data with the UV elevated by about 0.2% with respect to the extrapolated Serkowski formula. PBO data taken just 24 hours prior to the WUPPE observation during the Astro-2 mission also show the 0.2% step relative to the Astro-2 data so polarimetric variability appears likely. But we note that the WLR version of the Serkowski formula also fails to match the polarization in the red where the very high signal-to-noise results of the new HPOL system are signi cantly below its prediction.
4.6. HD34078 = AE Aur AE Aurigae (Fig. 2C) is an O9.5Ve star which is thought to be a runaway star from the Orion Nebula complex (Blaauw & Morgan 1954) . This is a case of an object which was selected for observation by another Astro instrument, the Hopkins Ultraviolet Telescope (HUT). The observation was a rather short integration so the polarimetric signal-to-noise is not particularly good. The emission star classi cation and reports of variable line pro les (Slettebak 1956 ) are a concern. However, the star has sharp absorption lines indicating a low v rot sin i (Uesugi & Fukuda 1982 ). This in turn suggests a nearly pole-on geometry which for this type of star usually leads to little or no detectable intrinsic polarization (Poeckert & Marlborough 1976) . Furthermore, the Serkowski curve based on parameters given by Coyne, Gehrels, & Serkowski (1974) appear to t the data reasonably well.
HD37903
HD37903 (Fig. 2D) is a B1.5V star which illuminates a ve arc minute diameter re ection nebula located roughly 12' northeast of the Horsehead Nebula in Orion. Values of max between 6800 A and 7500 A have been quoted for this object by SMF and Coyne, Gehrels, & Serkowski 1974 . In Figure 2D we utilize 6800 A which seem to match the data { 14 { well.
HD62542
The sight line to this B3V star, which appears to pass through a dense, shocked lament of the Gum Nebula, has been exhaustively studied by Cardelli et al. (1990) . The column densities of CH and CN are quite high considering the modest reddening and extinction, but it is strange that CH + is absent because this species is thought to be produced in abundance in shocked regions such as this. The 2175 A extinction bump is shallow, at bottomed, and appears displaced shortward of its normal position. Shortward of the bump the extinction rises very rapidly. Only lter polarimetry and a short segment of AAT spectropolarimetry are available in the optical for HD62542, but a Serkowski formula with max = 5900 A represents these data well. The star was observed on both Astro missions, and the two data sets agree well with each other. The combined data are shown in Figure 2E . The polarimetric signal-to-noise is disappointingly small in the UV. Nonetheless, it appears safe to identify this sight line as one in which the UV polarization is elevated relative to the extrapolation of the visual Serkowski t. This would be contrary to the correlation of this behavior with small max suggested by CWAL.
HD73882
HD73882 (Fig. 2F) is an O9 III star on a well studied interstellar sight line (Joseph, Snow, & Seab 1989) and near the edge of a small dark cloud. The max value given by SMF is 7500 A, but it has a normal value of R (Massa, Savage, & Fitzpatrick 1983) . These characteristics occasioned its inclusion in the WUPPE program, and we have now obtained visual spectropolarimetry with HPOL on the WIYN telescope. The WIYN/HPOL { 15 { calibration is still preliminary and a slight mismatch between the data with the blue and red gratings can be seen at about 6000 A. A t of the WLR form of the Serkowski relation to these data only yield a max of 6500 A. The extrapolation of the Serkowski formula for this value ts the UV polarization poorly. The observed polarization is slightly low at both UV and red wavelengths.
HD77581 = Vela X1
A strong X-ray source might seem a dangerous choice for an interstellar probe, and indeed its selection for Astro-2 observations was in connection with another program. The UBVRI polarimetry of Dolan & Tapia (1988) shows a classic double loop variation in the Stokes Q-U plane phase locked to the 8.96 day binary period, but the amplitude is only 0.1%. Furthermore, their mean curve is well represented by a Serkowski curve with max = 5300 A and P max = 3.82%. Other observers have also reported variations at the 0.1 to 0.3% level, phase locked with the orbit (van Paradijs 1980 , Ostriecher & Schulte-Ladbeck 1982 . An object of this sort might potentially exhibit circular polarization, but neither Angel, McGraw, & Stockman (1973) nor Avery, Stokes, Michalsky, & Ekstrom (1975) were able to demonstrate a statistically signi cant e ect. We have now obtained visual spectropolarimetry of this southern object with HPOL on the WIYN telescope, and these data along with the WUPPE data are presented in Figure 3A . The Serkowski curve which best ts the new visual data has max = 5500 A and P max = 3.99%. The UV data shown are the average of two observations which were taken at roughly opposite quadratures, phases 0.85 and 0.22, and the two agree within the errors. Likewise, the WIYN observations occurred at phase 0.32. Thus all three polarization spectra are likely to be a ected by about the same, small amount of variable, intrinsic polarization. The visual data connect smoothly with the WUPPE observation, but the latter are distinctly higher than the extrapolation of the Serkowski curve. So although the object would seem to be predominantly polarized by interstellar e ects, given the deviation from Serkowski-like behavior this conclusion should be treated with caution.
HD94963
The O6 III star HD94963 (Fig. 3B ) was selected for Astro-2 observation by the HUT team. There is no indication of peculiarity and its interstellar extinction is quite normal (The, DeWinter, Arens, Heijblok, & Nieuwland 1989) . Magalhães (1996, private communication) has obtained new BVRI imaging polarimetry (Magalhães et al. 1996) for this object. Unfortunately the object is rather faint, the polarization small, and thus the polarization errors in both the WUPPE and ground based observations are too high to justify a formal Serkowski curve t. In Table 1 we quote the mean of the two available V-band measurements for P max and use 5500 A for max . Within the errors the object is as well represented by this WLR Serkowski curve as can be expected.
HD99264
HD99264 (Fig. 3C) is an unremarkable B2 IV-V star which was observed on Astro-1. Its max = 5500 A and P max = 2.65 are from observations by Serkowski & Robertson (1969) . These are augmented by an AAT spectropolarimetric scan by Schulte-Ladbeck (private communication). The UV data are in adequate agreement with the extrapolation of the visual Serkowski curve.
HD113904 = Mus { 17 {
From the point of view of those interested in intrinsic polarization e ects the WC6+ O9.5I Wolf-Rayet star Muscae (Fig. 3D) has turned out to be a disappointment in that otherwise polarimetrically interesting class of stars (Schulte-Ladbeck et al. 1992) . Schulte-Ladbeck's AAT spectropolarimetry along with data from SMF indicate max = 5400 A and P max = 1.54%. The Astro-1 observation was obtained when the stars were in conjunction with the WC6 star behind the O-star, a situation which minimizes intrinsic e ects. The extrapolation of the visual Serkowski curve represents the UV data quite well.
4.14. HD147084 = o Sco HD147084 (Fig. 3E) was the latest type star (A4 II-III) in the WUPPE sample. Its selection was prompted by a rather large value of max (6800 A), substantial polarization (P max = 4.10%) and a rich history of visual (PBO) and near IR (Jones 1990 , Nagata 1990 , Martin et al. 1992 polarimetric observations. Due to the late spectral type and substantial reddening, even the reasonably long WUPPE observation yielded UV spectropolarimetry of lower than desirable signal-to-noise. Nonetheless, the extrapolation of the visual Serkowski curve is a reasonable representation of the UV data although there may be a small excess of polarization in the 2000 A to 3000 A range.
4.15. HD147888= Oph D HD147888 (Fig. 3F) is a B5V star with no characteristics which would lead one to suspect intrinsic polarization. SMF attribute a max of 6900 A while the inclusion of near IR data by WLR suggests an even redder value of 7200 A. A t to new PBO data suggests 6800 A and the extrapolation of that curve matches the WUPPE data at the shortest wavelengths. Two separate observations were accomplished during Astro-2, and both seem { 18 { to suggest a slight excess of polarization between 2000 A and 3000 A .
HD147933 = Oph AB
Just a few arc minutes from HD147888 and presumably a ected by nearly the same polarization and extinction-causing material, Oph AB (Fig. 4A) was observed with very good signal-to-noise by both WUPPE and the new PBO system. In this case the SMF and WLR polarization parameters are in reasonable agreement with the new data yielding max = 6900 A. The Serkowski curve based on this value represents the PBO and WUPPE data at the shortest and longest wavelengths, but as with Oph D, there is a suggestion of excess polarization between 2000 A and 3000 A.
HD161056
This B1.5 V star (Fig. 4B) is a commonly used polarized standard star for ground based observers and is the one object in common between the WUPPE and the HST FOS data bases (Sommerville et al. 1994 ). The data from the two very di erent instruments are in generally good agreement although the HST data appear to show some position angle variation at longer wavelengths which is not seen in the WUPPE data. On the other hand, the new HPOL visual data show an upturn in the position angle longward of 6500 A which is seen in Figure 6C . A Serkowski curve with max = 5900 A and P max = 4.01% reproduces the UV percent polarization shape quite well.
HD161961
{ 19 { HD161961 (Fig. 4C) is a B0III star fainter than optimum for WUPPE observation. However, Coyne, Gehrels & Serkowski (1974) quote an intriguingly low value for max , 4700 A. PBO spectropolarimetry is better t by a max of 5300 A. This larger value is used in Figure 4C and matches the UV data adequately.
HD188220
This moderately high galactic latitude, slightly reddened, and rather faint A0V star (Fig. 4D ) was observed by WUPPE in parallel with a HUT program. A WLR Serkowski curve with a max of 5800 A and a P max of 2.37% t the data adequately.
HD189957
This O9.5 III star (Fig. 5F ) was also observed on Astro-2 for a HUT program. It is faint and only weakly polarized. If the WUPPE data are taken at face value, the object would seem to have a remarkably short max . Some combination of regions with di erent polarization characteristics along the line of sight might be able to reproduce such an e ect, but intrinsic polarization is a more plausible explanation in a hot giant star.
4.21. HD193237 = P Cyg P Cygni is a well known polarimetric variable (Taylor et al. 1991b and references therein), but it is subject to substantial interstellar reddening and has a well developed 2175 A bump so it is also likely to be substantially a ected by interstellar polarization. We document here (Fig. 4E) This faint, heavily reddened O5e star has a very deep 2175 A extinction bump (Savage et al. 1985) . Unfortunately it was observed too soon after a bright target ( Cas), and the observation was thus severely a ected by afterglow of the detector phosphor. Recent PBO spectropolarimetry shows a polarization spectrum which continues to rise into the near UV. These data are presented here (Fig. 5E ) to prompt further investigation of this star and this sight line.
HD197770
HD197770 (Fig. 4F) is the B2III star which in the Astro-1 WUPPE data appeared to have a polarization enhancement in the vicinity of the 2175 A extinction bump (Clayton et al. 1992) . It was reobserved on Astro-2 for more than 2.5 times the Astro-1 integration time and has also been extensively reobserved with the new PBO system. The visible polarization between 4000 A and 8000 A is reasonably well represented by a WLR Serkowski curve with max = 5100 A and P max = 3.83%. When data from both missions are combined it is seen that the UV polarization deviates from the extrapolation of the Serkowski formula even at 3000 A and remains high well short of 2000 A. As with many other objects, the new PBO system data show polarizations well below the Serkowski extrapolations longward of 8000 A. It has now been con rmed (Clayton 1996 ) that this object is a spectroscopic binary with a 99.8 day period. Two nearly equal, very short eclipses suggest almost equal components and a most fortuitous inclination. Though this situation is favorable to the production of intrinsic polarization by scattering processes in the orbital plane, the process most likely to do so in a system of hot stars, electron scattering, is wavelength independent and not likely to produce a UV lump. (Fig. 5A ) represents an extremely well studied interstellar sight line with the UV extinction increasing rapidly shortward of the extinction bump (Massa, Savage, & Fitzpatrick 1983) . A t of the WLR Serkowski curve to the PBO data yields an exceptionally low max , 4600 A. The extrapolation of this t falls well below the observed UV polarization in accordance with the relation suggested by CWAL. We note that this star shows a strong position angle rotation through the visual and continuing into the UV which is illustrated in Figure 6D . The object is at roughly 1 kpc and has an E(B-V) of 0.62. SMF showed that the upper envelope of the polarization reddening relation is given by P V = 9E(B-V). Thus the observed low polarization of HD207198, P max = 0.98%, and the position angle rotation may be indicative of a multiple cloud sight line e ect. However, polarimetric variability is also possible. Visual spectropolarimetry with HPOL on three di erent nights over the course of more than a year shows no signi cant variation, but this object will be carefully reobserved and monitored for such e ects.
HD216658
This highly polarized B0V star (Fig. 5B ) is assigned max = 5600 A and P max = 5.61% by Coyne, Gehrels, & Serkowski (1974) . Due to its faintness and high extinction the WUPPE data is of rather poor quality, but the extrapolation of the WLR Serkowski curve based on these parameters is an adequate representation of the curve. The visual spectropolarimetry with HPOL shows distinct position angle rotation (Fig. 6 E) , but the WUPPE data are not of su cient quality to con rm its continuation into the UV. The object will be monitored for polarimetric variations.
{ 22 { 4.26. HD216898 Coyne, Gehrels, & Serkowski (1974) quote max = 5400 A and P max = 4.2% for this O8 star, but a t to the new PBO system data (Fig. 5C ) is better represented by a peak polarization at 5100 A. Using this value for extrapolation of the Serkowski curve results in an adequate match to the UV. This would seem contrary to the inverse relationship between max and the degree of excess UV polarization suggested by CWAL.
HD217490
This rather heavily reddened B0.5Ia star (Fig. 5D ) is along another well-studied sight line and was assigned a rather low value of max , 4500 A, by Coyne, Gehrels, & Serkowski (1974) . New PBO data are better represented by a larger value, 4700 A, which is still quite low. The data also indicate small position angle rotation (Fig. 6 F) . The WUPPE data are not of the highest quality, but the polarization would seem to be greater than expected by extrapolation of the WLR Serkowski curve for either of these values of max .
General Discussion
In section 4 we have, in deference to common practice, repeatedly referenced the shape of the visual and ultraviolet polarization spectrum to one form or another of the Serkowski formula. Astro-1 WUPPE data showed that the extrapolation of the Serkowski curve did not reliably predict the UV polarization. In particular three, perhaps four, of six objects reported in Clayton et al. (1992) had decidedly higher UV polarization than predicted by the Serkowski formula as did one other, Cas (Taylor et al. 1991b ). We will refer to stars which show this excess as "super-Serkowski" objects. Another object primarily a ected by interstellar polarization, Mus (Schulte-Ladbeck et al. 1992) , was reasonably well represented by the WLR Serkowski curve. Furthermore, there was a weak tendency for the super-Serkowski objects to be those with the lower values of max . Observations by the HST FOS (CWAL and references therein) found that HD7252, HD204827 and perhaps BD+64 o 106 also showed excessive UV polarization while HD98695 and HD161056 were well matched by extrapolation of the Serkowski formula.
In this paper we have reported UV spectropolarimetry for 20 new objects and added more data for six previously observed objects. In the new sample nine objects are well represented by the extrapolation of the Serkowski curve, and we con rm this in another previously observed object. However, three show a clear tendency to have excess UV polarization relative to extrapolation of the Serkowski curve, and in three others the e ect is weakly detected. One star, HD62542, which had been thought to be adequately matched by the Serkowski formula on the basis of a very short Astro-1 observation, appears with improved signal-to-noise to be a super-Serkowski object. Furthermore, the Astro-2 results con rm that there is some excess polarization between 2000 A and 3000 A in the Astro-1 object HD197770 to which can be added three additional objects in the Scorpius-Ophiuchus region. We presented new data, particularly visual data from HPOL, for three additional objects which have either insu cient signal-to-noise in the UV to make a reliable judgement or are too likely to be a ected by intrinsic polarigenic e ects to be useful as diagnostic tools in the UV. Finally we have included data from objects which though predominantly polarized by the interstellar medium are nonetheless somewhat a ected by intrinsic e ects. They are presented here for completeness and we trust that attempts to use them in modeling the interstellar polarization will take heed of our caveats.
CWAL show that the presence of the excess UV polarization is in some way related to the value of max . The new data show a similar e ect. In Figure 7 , which is similar { 24 { to Figure 4 of CWAL, we plot the polarization at 1670 A (6 m ?1 ), normalized to the peak polarization, against the wave number of the peak polarization for all the stars with data now available. The error bars are one sigma. On the gure we also show the traditional Serkowski formula with a width parameter, K, of unity (solid line), as well as the WLR (dotted line) and CWAL (dashed line) modi cations of the Serkowski formula in which K is a linear function of max . The slopes and intercepts of the WLR and CWAL formulae for K di er considerably, the former having been derived from visual and near IR data only while the latter include some of the UV data. For objects with max greater than about 6000 A the Serkowski formula adequately reproduces the far UV polarization. However, the polarizations are all quite small and the errors are such that this is not a particularly strong statement. For max less than 5500 A the Serkowski formula, using one or another of the forms of the width factor K (CWAL, WLR), works for some objects but not for others. In particular there appears to be substantial, real variation in the far UV polarization relative to the visual. This may indicate that the small and large aligned grain populations are somewhat independent and that the visual and near IR polarization, as parameterized by the value of max , is insu cient to describe the UV polarization adequately. We may well have here a new diagnostic of varying conditions in the interstellar medium.
With their large database SMF were able to identify several regions on the sky in which either large or small max values prevailed. CWAL superimposed on the SMF map those objects for which UV spectropolarimetry was available in 1994. This map seems to support the low max -excess UV polarization correlation, although all of the super-Serkowski objects then known were concentrated in the range of galactic longitude 100 b 150. In Figure 8 we present all the objects now available on an Aito equal area projection. The concentration of stars with highest UV polarization remains in that same portion of the northern Milky Way, but mixed in to it are several objects which are adequately represented by the Serkowski extrapolation. Indeed in the immediate vicinity of the cluster { 25 { NGC1502, there are both high and low UV polarization objects all of which have roughly the same value of max . Another region near longitude 260 also has both high and low UV polarization objects.
Conclusions
In summary, at least half, and perhaps more, of the objects for which reliable UV polarimetric data exist are not well represented by the extrapolation of the Serkowski formula from visual and near IR parameters only. Additionally, the new high signal-to-noise data from HPOL show that the Serkowski ts, dominated by the t in the immediate vicinity of max , begin to predict too much polarization beyond 8000 A. Both of these situations can be somewhat ameliorated by allowing the coe cients of the width factor, K, to oat (CWAL). However this is just the addition of non-physical free parameters to the already non-physical Serkowski formulation which would seem to be counterproductive. Furthermore, the primary parameter of that formula, max , is an extremely soft one. Its value depends sensitively upon what wavelength range is included and how many free parameters are used to model the polarization spectrum. It is hoped that from modeling e orts along the lines of those of Wol , Clayton, & Meade (1993) and Kim, Martin, & Hendry (1994) to which these data are already being subjected there will emerge a more useful characterization of the spectrum of interstellar polarization across the widest range of wavelengths, one which is directly relatable to reliably measured characteristics of the interstellar medium.
We conclude that the carrier, what ever it might be, of the 2175 A extinction feature is a component of the interstellar medium distinct from the dust which produces the smooth extinction and polarization curves at wavelengths outside the bump. This distinct component is either poorly aligned or has little asymmetry to be aligned. There are several { 26 { objects, HD147084, HD147888, HD147933, and HD197770 which show excess polarization between 2000 A and 3000 A but the identi cation of this as being directly related to the 2175 A extinction feature must await the results of extensive modeling which is now in progress.
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